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'Nifty index negated its formation of making lower lows
of last nine trading sessions and formed a Bullish candle
on the daily chart. Candlestick pattern for last two days
resembles a bullish engulfing pattern. Recently it made a
short term bottom of 9075 with the occurrence of Bullish
Hammer and now a hold above 9135 could continue to
attract support based buying interest towards 9218 and
9250 zone while on the downside supports are seen at
9090 then 9050 zone.
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Mid cap space continued to see traction while
major indices remained range bound. Yes Bank
corrected post numbers and so did ICICI Bank
on fears of likely increase in provisions. PSU
banks continued to see buying interest on expectations of some solution to address the NPA
issue. Among other results Hindustan Zinc
posted strong set of numbers. Mid cap software
companies like Cyient, Mindtree reported
numbers ahead of expectation. In mid cap
space, airlines, tyres as a space did well. Lower
rubber, crude prices helped. US markets closed
higher. Mid cap space could continue to see
gains. Nbfc space could see momentum. Overall Index is likely to remain range bound.

Consolidation within 64.55 - 64.85 is expected and either
side breach could be decisive.

Trading Idea - Cash & Future
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Corporate Action:
NA
Security in Ban period:
BHARATFIN, HDIL, IBREALEST, INDIACEM, INFIBEAM, IRB,
JINDALSTEL, JISLJALEQS, JPASSOCIAT, JSWENERGY, RELCAPITAL,
TV18BRDCST, UJJIVAN
Today Event
US - Manufacturing PMI, Composite PMI, Exsisting Home
sales

Trading Idea - Derivatives

Highest Put OI

STRATEGY UPDATE : MARUTI Bull Call spread
Instrument
B/S Lot
Reco
MARUTI 27 Apr 6200 CE
MARUTI 27 Apr 6350 CE

Buy
Sell

1
1

71
25

CMP
108.10
42.50

Target: Rs 15000; SL: Rs.5000; Margin: approx Rs. 112000
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Trading Calls

Derivatives Idea

HIND UNILEVER
Buy

CMP :

INR 915

Target :

INR 945

'Price forms a Bullish Harami cross pattern at the support of
Rising trendline. The trendline is sloping upwards meaning that
the trend is bullish
3 Price has seen a meaningful correction. The decline from the
high is on low volumes suggesting that there is minimal selling
pressure in the stock
3 At current levels the price is offering a good reward to risk
ratio and hence a trade on the long side is recommended
3

Amt
-169
9

Buy 1 Lot 6200 CE
Sell 1 Lot 6350 CE

Bull Call spread

Maruti has taken support near to 6050 and adding fresh built up
of long position
3 Highest Put concentration at 6200 could act as vital support while
unwinding in 6300-6350 CE could see momentum towards 6300
(highest call concentration)
3 Indicating positive to range bound move thusbull clal spread is
recommended
3

FII F&O

FII & DII Activity (INR in Cr)
Cat.
FII
DII

MARUTI

MTD
-3724
3203

YTD
21638
33135

Institution
INDEX FUTURES
INDEX OPTIONS
STOCK FUTURES

Net B/S
-239
323
-478
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Long Built-up

Nifty Option OI

Short Built-up

Long Unwinding

1- Day change in Nifty OI

Short Covering
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Morning Meet Notes
Research Notes
3

Domestic air passengers in India grew 15% YoY to 9m in Mar-17. Passenger growth slipped below ~20% for the first time in the last 17 consecutive months.

Passenger growth: Indigo (19.5%YoY); Spicejet (18.6% YoY); GoAir(22.4% YoY).
3 Passenger Share for Indigo highest at 40%
3
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Currency Ideas
USDINR

EURINR

3

The pair is likely to consolidate within 64.55 - 64.85 and either side breach
should provide intraday direction.

3

Bias remains positive for the pair as long as 68.90 is held as key support in
short-term.

3

Strong resistances remain at 64.85 - 65.10 levels whereas 64.55 - 64.30 are
expected to provide support

3

Momentums Indicators RSI & MACD are still signifying positive move in shortterm.

3

Dip buying is advised targeting 69.70 - 69.85 levels
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